
The Alpha King’s Daughter Chapter 14 

The days ticked by gradually as well as my birthday expanded closer as well as more 
detailed. 

Viktor did what he could to prevent me, as well as I hesitantly did the same. Yet that 
didn’t change the reality that our entire relationship had shifted. I can feel it airborne as 
well as in his lingering gazes. 

He had actually always stared at me prior to, but no one else discovered the stimulate 
hidden in his obsidian eyes. I might feel his gaze on me when my back was transformed 
and also it fired up sensations that I had actually tried to keep concealed. 

I could not reject how much I desired him, and also he can no more act to be oblivious. 
It was clear, he wanted me as negative as I wanted him. 

I walked up to the gazebo with Viktor complying with behind me. The hair on the back of 
my neck appeared to constantly increase under his dark eyes. 

Shannon as well as Caroline sat at the gazebo awaiting me. 

These previous few days had been quite frantic and active. My birthday gala was 
occurring tomorrow and also it resembled the entire house was holding it’s breath. 

Tomorrow would be my finest chance at discovering a companion. Who understands, 
after tomorrow I could be named the new Alpha Queen. 

Caroline was rapidly back to her typical chipper self, totally failing to remember the 
frightening night at the club. 

While she still flirted with Viktor, she seemed to approve that he just really did not have 
eyes for her. 

Her flirting had been irritating me even much more lately. 

Aela had no description for the tourist attraction we both felt for Viktor. I could hardly 
look at him without feeling some odd urge to run my fingers through his hair, or simply 
lay my head versus his chest. 

And also as high as I despised the idea of a birthday celebration gala, I was hopeless to 
find my companion. Determined to end this outrageous tourist attraction I really felt 
towards him. 

If there was any person wise sufficient to observe the hidden lure as well as longing in 
his gaze, it was Shannon. 



” Everything alright, Arabella?” Shannon raised her eyebrow at me and I prevented her 
honey gaze. 

I sighed, “Yeah, simply thinking about tomorrow”, I existed. 

Caroline was unconcerned as always making it a lot easier to change the topic, “I’m 
super delighted to see the outfits your Father bought for us”, Caroline squealed. 

Shannon gave me a recognizing appearance as well as I transformed my focus to what 
Caroline had actually stated. 

” I believe you’ll like them”, I spoke with confidence even though I felt the opposite. 

Viktor’s eyes had actually gotten on me the whole time as well as the feeling turned my 
belly right into knots. 

Caroline smirked, “While I’m unconvinced, I trust you understand what I like.” 

I rolled my eyes at her and smirked, “You know what, I really had him get you this fancy 
beige gown. I know how much you enjoy beige.” 

I snickered as Caroline wheezed and fanned herself. She continued to have a disaster 
over my words as well as I could not keep back the laugh that escaped my lips. 

There I stated it”, Caroline huffed. “You understand I dislike beige. 

” Caroline, I’m joking.” I rolled my eyes at her, however a tiny smile still remained on my 
face. 

Caroline’s phone began ringing and she stood up to address it, “Oh you much better be, 
miss.” She blazed at me and also strolled down the steps with her phone pushed to her 
ear. 

My belly went down being alone with Shannon. Her intense, honey tinted eyes gazed 
right into my very own. Knowlege and intuition swirled in their midsts. 

” Are you mosting likely to inform me what’s taking place in between you and also your 
body guard?” Shannon increased among her perfect brows, “Or are we simply gon na 
keep acting you aren’t disturbed?” 

” Y’ understand, I’m beginning to not such as how you seem to understand so much 
about my business.” I mumbled, my eyes trained on a particularly large rose bush. 

Shannon scoffed and I can almost see the stern look on her face, “My mother always 
stated I know stuff for a reason. My factor is to aid my friend whose plainly dismayed.” 



I let out a worn out sigh. The problems had actually returned feverishly leaving me in a 
continuous state of exhaustion. 

” Look, it’s absolutely nothing I can not take care of and also it has nothing to do with 
Viktor.” I shrugged, knowing he was listening to our every word. The last point I required 
was him assuming I was disturbed over him. 

Shannon raised her eyebrow and also rested silent for a couple of moments, 
“Absolutely nothing to do with Viktor, huh?” 

” Yup, just typical stress.” I shrugged, hoping she could not see right through me. 

Shannon grimaced at me as well as chomped on a strawberry, “That’s intriguing cause 
your sour mood began the same day Viktor began looking at you amusing,” She 
shrugged as well as I choked on my water. 

Once more, I might feel the acquainted prickles running down my spine as Viktor stared 
at me. I combated against the temptation to turn and satisfy his obsidian stare. 

After a few breathless coughings as well as some gasps for air, I checked out the 
recognizing eyes of my friend. 

I squinted my eyes at my friend, “Now I know why you and Sheila aren’t Lycans. You 
would certainly be a lot as well harmful.” 

Shannon rolled her honeycomb eyes and also fixed her significant stare on my own, 
“I’m gon na allow you pretend something ain’t taking place in between you and also 
Viktor. When you prepare to discuss it, I’ll be right here.” 

I let out a little sigh, prepared to admit everything when Caroline ran back onto the 
gazebo. 

” If I see one fleck of beige on that outfit you’ll never listen to the end of it, Arabella.” 
Caroline shook her finger at me and flipped her blonde hair behind her shoulder. 

I let out a fifty percent hearted chuckle, however Caroline didn’t discover. Her attention 
was relied on Viktor. 

” So, Viktor. Are you bringing a day to Arabella’s gala?” A laugh based on her slim lips 
as she considered my silent body guard. 

I ground my teeth with each other hard sufficient for me to recoil, and also the action 
didn’t go unnoticed by Shannon. 

Shannon fixed her recognizing view my face. I attempted to clean the irritability from my 
eyes, however concealing anything from Shannon was pointless. 



” He’s going to be functioning, Caroline.” Shannon rolled her eyes at our narcissistic 
best friend. 

Caroline sighed, her eyes remaining on Viktor. “It deserved a shot”, she shrugged. 

” Arabella, could you pertain to my workplace?” My Papa’s voice called out in my head. 

” Sure. Be there in 10.” I replied, and also reduced the mind-link. 

I was honestly eliminated to walk away from the gazebo. Shannon’s knowing gaze 
maintained flickering back at me, and also I located it more difficult and more 
challenging to keep what had happened to myself. 

I wanted nothing greater than to tell my bestfriend’s what had actually practically taken 
place between Viktor and also I. I couldn’t though. I felt like a disgrace to my future mate 
and also to myself. What made me feel also worse is I desired even more of Viktor. 

I walked down the silent halls to my father’s workplace and opened the door as he 
called out, “Can be found in.” 

Papa asked Viktor to wait outside, which he answered with a curt nod. 

Viktor had actually also stopped speaking to me. His last sentence went through my 
head, sending shivers down my upper body. 

” I can not believe my little girl is turning eighteen tomorrow.” My Daddy had a mournful 
search his good-looking face. 

I rolled my eyes, “It’s not that huge of a bargain. It’s simply a birthday”, I offered him a 
tiny smile. 

” Your Mom would certainly be so happy with you”, Daddy drank his head and my heart 
leapt. 

I walked into him as well as covered my arms around his upper body, “Do not go getting 
all emotional on me, now.” 

I could feel my Daddy’s chuckle roar in his tummy, “You may resemble your Mama, but 
you act a whole lot like me sometimes y’ know.”. 

” Why do you think we manage so well?” I chuckled, inhaling his comforting fragrance. 

Dad pulled away with a honored smile on his face, “There is a factor I called you 
below.”. 



I felt my face twist in confusion when Papa walked over to his desk and also pulled a 
little red box from one of the secured drawers. 

” What’s that?” I frowned. 

” Your birthday celebration existing.” He gave me a sly smile, “It belonged to your 
Mommy.”. 

I might really feel the rips threaten to develop in my eyes as I ran my fingers over the 
red velvet box. 

” What’s in that box is special, Arabella.” Dad frowned, his face transforming serious. 
“Your Mom wished to be the one to give this to you.”. 

I opened up the box as well as looked down at an attractive necklace. The chain was 
gold, turning as well as curving to appear like a branch. Hanging in the center of the 
golden locket was a dime sized Emerald. It glinted at me purposefully, as if it identified 
my face. 

” What’s so vital regarding a necklace?” I found myself asking, yet I might hear the 
unease in my words. 

” I don’t assume this is simply any type of necklace.” Aela frowned in my head. 

Something about this locket was various. It was warm in my hand, and practically felt 
alive. 

” Can you feel it?” Father asked, his head tilted sideways as he observed me. 

I frowned at him, “Can’t you?”. 

” No. It just works with ladies, I’m afraid.” He grinned at me warmly. 

I tilted my head and also gripped the pendant in my hands. “That’s so odd. Why does it 
really feel to life?”. 

The necklace pulsed in my hands, as if addressing my inquiry in it’s own strange 
language. 

” I’m not sure.” Dad drank his head, “All I know is that it offers something various for 
each and every she-wolf that wears it.”. 

Aela’s ears livened up in interest. 

” What will it provide for me?” I asked, my interest peaked. 



Dad trembled his head, “I have no concept. That’s something you’ll determine in time.”. 

” And also what did it do for Mother?” I asked. 

Daddy smiled, his eyes glazing over as his mind returned in the past. “It revealed her 
various other wolves predestined companions. That’s exactly how she discovered me.”. 

” Why haven’t you told me concerning this before?” I frowned. Father had stated just 
how he satisfied Mommy, but never ever stated anything about a weird pendant. 

Papa shook his head, his eyes as well as mind returning to the here and now. “That 
locket is nothing to mess around with. It can be rather frustrating if you aren’t all set for 
it.”. 

Dad saw care flash over my eyes as I stared down at the locket in my hands, “You 
prepare, Arabella. I’m sure of that.”. 

His smile loaded me with nerve, as well as the cozy locket felt a little lighter. 

” There is one thing we require to discuss.” Dad frowned, sitting on the side of his 
workdesk. 

An odd pain hurried through me as his face transformed strict and also significant. 

I had actually just seen that search his face a handful of times. 

” That locket is a weapon. As the future Alpha Queen you require to recognize that 
some people will certainly do anything to see you gotten rid of from the throne.” Daddy 
grimaced, “You will certainly learn what the locket offers you, and use it accordingly to 
safeguard yourself. Comprehend?”. 

” Certainly.” I nodded, my voice endangering to capture in my throat. I swallowed my 
fear as well as let an appearance of decision form on my face. 

” That’s my woman.” Daddy smiled however his eyes stayed significant, “Keep the 
necklace on you in all times. Nobody else can remove it from you, only you can.”. 

I pursed my lips and also nodded, raising the gold chain in my hands. Papa captured 
onto what I was doing and lifted my hair as I clasped the strange item of fashion jewelry 
around my neck. 

My hand rushed as much as my neck as a strange experience rushed with me. 

It felt cozy as well as pulsating. Nearly like a cozy ‘hello’. 



The warmth of the necklace just did so much to still my rattled nerves, my dads voice 
duplicating over and over once more in my head. 

” That pendant is a weapon.”. 

 


